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NO-SLACK® 7000 SERIES

REPAIR KIT REBUILD KIT

NO-SLACK® 6000 SERIES
PRESSED STEEL DESIGN

5TH WHEEL LUBE LINER™ 5TH WHEEL LUBRICANT 5TH WHEEL TOOL

5TH WHEEL PIN PULLER

5TH WHEEL LUBE

CAST DESIGN

MAJOR REBUILD KIT

- 55,000 lbs vert load

- 150,000 lbs drawbar pull

- weighs approximately 245lbs

- cast steel housing with no-slack® lock

- moderate to severe-duty on / off highway use

- safety trigger eliminates the possibility of false

  couplings to prevent dangerous high hitching

- pull handle is easy to operate

- built-in secondary lock for added security

- (1) bumper spring

- (1) handle spring

- (1) timer spring

- (1) bushing, 7/16”
- (1) bushing, 5/16”
- (1) bushing, 1-1/4”
- (3) hex lock nut, 1/2”-13

- as the lube liner wears graphite is released, 
  creating a far higher level of lubrication

- no time consuming cleaning to deal with

- environmentally friendly

- spring steel retainer ring included

- premeasured (2 oz.)
  and requires no tools

- creates no mess

- effective at 
  extreme temps

- easy one person 
  operation

- works with any 
  brand 5th wheel

- used to inspect / adjust top plates

- used to lift top plates off trucks 
  for repair or replacement

- max. lift weight is 850lbs

- 12 oz. bottle

- lasts 2x as long as grease

- virtually waterproof

- eliminate greasy mess on 
  chassis and air hoses

- green brushed 
  aluminum finish

- 31.5" long

- (1) step jaw

- (1) wedge

- parts are arranged in the

  sequence you need them

- complete instructions 
  and link to video to make

  rebuild easy

   - keep all the benefits of

     no-slack® technology

- 50,000 lbs vert load

- 150,000 lbs drawbar pull

- stamped steel housing with no-slack® lock

- standard to moderate duty on highway use

- safety trigger eliminates the possibility of false

  couplings to prevent dangerous high hitching

 $419.99
ea

FNT-KITRX67NTL

 $272.99
ea

FNT-KITRPR6000L

 $727.99
ea

FNT-SLTPL6000

LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE 
WITH THESE HUGE SAVINGS!

NO-SLACK® 7000
SPECIAL-BUY

REPLACE, REPAIR OR REBUILD 
YOUR FONTAINE NO-SLACK® 5TH WHEEL

with the

24" PLATE

$25.99
ea

EIP-LLG24-SS

32" PLATE

$32.99
ea

EIP-LLG32-SS

36" PLATE

$41.99
ea

EIP-LLG36-SS

4 OR MORE

$.89pouch

PER-01010

$219.99
ea

FNT-KITKPT

$7.59
ea

LUC-10030

$12.99
ea

DAS-RP5PIN

 $847.99
ea

FNT-SLTPL7000


